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Abstract. This paper discusses the main challenges that arise during
the design and implementation of a federated solution for entity and
array based environmental linked data. The proposed solution enables
the integrated querying of geospatial relational databases, large scien-
tific arrays of spatio-temporal dimensions and linked data sources with
GeoSPARQL. To achieve this, a query decomposition algorithm and two
new operators have to be incorporated in an already existing SPARQL
query engine.
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1 Introduction

Large amounts of environmental data are becoming available over the entire
world in the form of open data repositories. Two major types of these geospatial
data are available, namely entity-based and field-based data. The former fits con-
ventional models and it is usually managed within spatially enabled databases.
The latter is modeled as large arrays with spatial and temporal dimensions, and
it is usually recorded either with specific scientific array formats or in array
database technologies.

Most of the current environmental data consumers are experts of different
scientific domains who have the required skills to discover, access and analyze
them. However, many other applications could benefit from these data if they
were appropriately accessible through standard linked data technologies [1]. One
such example is Tourism, where already existing linked data repositories like
DBPedia may be combined with geospatial entity-based data of locations, hotels,
restaurants or site seeing and with meteorological predictions modeled as large
spatio-temporal arrays (see Fig. 1).

A major challenge related to applications like the above one is the represen-
tation of very large spatio-temporal arrays in the RDF data model [3], which
is the model for data representation in the linked data paradigm. Obviously,
spatial and temporal dimensions, which are not explicitly recorded in scientific



Fig. 1. Tourism Application.

array formats, must be explicitly recorded in traditional RDF encodings, leading
this way to huge datasets that cannot be efficiently queried.

Many different solutions have been proposed during the last decade for the
integrated querying of relational and linked data sources [6]. Some of them al-
ready considered datasets of entity-based geospatial data [2,4], which may cur-
rently be queried with the geographic extension of SPARQL (GeoSPARQL [5]).
The above approaches may be classified according to their underlying data in-
tegration approach. Data warehouse approaches [4] use Extract Transform and
Load (ETL) tasks to import relational spatial data into a spatially enabled RDF
data storage technology. On the other hand, federated approaches [2] translate
SPARQL queries to SQL to be evaluated directly by spatial relational databases.
It is noticed that none of the above solutions has considered the incorporation
of field-based large multidimensional array datasets.

A data warehouse solution would demand efficient storage formats and data
access methods to integrate both entity and array-based RDF datasets. On the
other hand, a federated approach, as the proposed in the present paper, requires
the decomposition of SPARQL query algebra plans into three parts: one part to
be translated to SQL, another one to be translated to some array query language,
and a final part to be executed by the SPARQL engine by combining the above
parts with native linked data sources.

2 Proposed federated approach

The main components of the architecture are (see Fig. 2):



. . .
SELECT    ?mname ?abs ?time (avg(?t) as ?avgt) 

                   (min(?t) as ?mint)  (max(?t) as ?maxt)

 WHERE

{ ?m a entity:municipality ;

   entity:hasName ?mname; 

   entity:hasGeometry ?mgeo;  

   entity:hasDBPedia ?mdbpedia.

   SERVICE <http://dbpedia.org/sparql> 

                   {?mdbpedia dbo:abstract ?abs . }

  ?s a  sampled:meteoSampling;  

  sampled:hasLocation ?sloc ;

  sampled:hasTempertaure  

  ?t; sampled:hasTime  ?time. 

  Filter (geof:contain(?mgeo,?sloc) && 

    ?time > "2015-01-01"^^xsd:dateTime && 

   ?time < "2016-01-01"^^xsd:dateTime)}
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Fig. 2. Federated architecture.

– SPARQL Query Parser. GeoSPARQL queries submitted to the SPARQL
end point are first parsed. The query illustrated in Fig. 2 retrieves the av-
erage, minimum and maximum predicted temperature for each municipality
of DBPedia, at each time instant and for a specific time period.

– SPARQL Algebra Generator. A SPARQL query algebra tree is generated
from the input parsed query. State of the art query optimization techniques
are next applied. It is expected that filter conditions expressed using the
vocabulary of just one data source are pushed down the tree close to the
Basic Graph Pattern (BGP) operators that access the relevant data. In the
above example the condition that restricts the time range in the array data
source is pushed down to lay just above the BGP operator that access to
the array data.

– Query Decomposer. This is the key component of the proposed solution.
The optimized SPARQL query algebra tree is decomposed into three parts.
The first one contains the maximum subtree that includes only vocabulary
from the relational data source. In the above example, this is just the bottom
left BGP operator that retrieves municipalities from the database. The sec-
ond part contains the maximum subtree that includes only vocabulary from
the array data source. In the above example, this is the bottom right BGP
operator that retrieves temperature prediction, and the FILTER operator
that restricts the search to a specific time period. The last part contains all
the remainder nodes of the tree. The relational and array data source sub-
trees are next transformed to SQL and array query language, respectively.
Those expressions are evaluated by two new SPARQL operators that gen-



erate result RDF triples from the retrieved relational and array data. The
above operators are combined with the remainder part of the tree to yield a
global SPARQL query algebra tree for the global query.

It is noticed that the proposed approach requires the implementation of a
query decomposition algorithm and two new operators, one to execute SQL
queries and another one to evaluate array queries. Both the query decomposition
algorithm and the two operators are currently being implemented in the Apache
Jena ARQ SPARQL engine.

3 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we propose a federated architecture for accessing to entity and
array environmental databases using linked data technologies. In our federated
approach, SPARQL queries are used to access environmental data directly with-
out loading them into RDF data stores. The new federated architecture enables
expressing queries like “What is the predicted average of temperature of each
municipality of Spain for the next week?”. To achieve this, a query decomposition
algorithm and two new opera-tors have to be developed. The implementation of
the proposed federated architecture is still a work-in-progress. A comparison
between the performance of the proposed federated architecture and already
available data warehouse solutions will be done. Future work is mainly focused
on the global query optimization at the mediator and on the incorporation of
new Big Data storage and processing technologies.
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